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COUNTED, VERIFIED, ACCOUNTED FOR, PROTECTED
Manages cash with maximum security 

Intended for the Retail market



Dimensions and Weight

320 - 520 - 600 mm

650 mm

785 mm

520 Kg
UL291

Technical characteristics
MG X1 (Solo biglietti)

Readers
CRANE CPI
 Capacity of the  1200 to 2200
 Compartment 
Denomination 5 maximum
 Speed   40 / min

Accesories
 Thermal Printer  58mm 30   
   meters of paper

Sensors
MG electronic
 Cutter Sensor  Tilt Sensor
 Strongbox Sensor  Temperature   
   Sensor
Líquid Sensor  Gas Sensor

Software
 MG SW x.47  Bank link
 TLS-RSA 2048 bit Remote   
   updating

MG X1 (Solo biglietti)

Readers
CRANE CPI
 Capacity of the  1200 to 2200
 Compartment 
Denomination 5 maximum
 Speed   40 / min

Accesories
 Thermal Printer  58mm 30   
   meters of paper

Sensors
MG electronic
 Cutter Sensor  Tilt Sensor
 Strongbox Sensor  Temperature   
   Sensor
Líquid Sensor  Gas Sensor

Software
 MG SW x.47  Bank link
 TLS-RSA 2048 bit Remote   
   updating

MG X3(Banconote e   
  monete)

Readers
CRANE CPI
 Capacity of the  1200 to 2200
 Compartment 
Denomination 5 maximum
 Speed   40 / min

Accesories
 Thermal Printer  58mm 30   
   meters of paper

Sensors
MG electronic
 Cutter Sensor  Tilt Sensor
 Strongbox Sensor  Temperature   
   Sensor
Líquid Sensor  Gas Sensor

Software
 MG SW x.47  Bank link
 TLS-RSA 2048 bit Remote   
   updating

Description

600 Kg
UL291

Allows the user to make “cash box” deposits in the bill and coin counting machine. 
Speeds up balancing and closure securely. It optimises the entire cash balancing and 
closing process for the business day . 

All the deposits made can be controlled through our Web Service at any time by your 
authorised staff, using usernames and passwords. All transactions are stored and kept 
on the device and on our servers, allowing for possible checks on past transactions. 

It is certified by the ECB in the TAM (Teller Assistant Machine) category. It verifies and 
checks any “ suspicious or false” bills, rejecting them when appropriate without 
interrupting the cash taking process. 

Inside the strongbox, the cash is deposited in a special compartment equipped with 
an ink staining system (optional), which is the same system as is used in most EU 
countries, approved according to the UNE-EN standard. In the event of unauthorised 
or forced opening, the ink staining system is activated and the bills are rendered 
unusable. This system allows you to reduce the “insured cash costs” and is also a 
deterrent for criminals. 

The system has management software that controls all the deposits made into the 
machine by the different users and sends “alerts to the designated individuals regar-
ding the “% of capacity reached” so that they can perform a controlled and authorised 
opening of the cash takings emptying system. All the operations performed in the 
system generate their corresponding ticket, regardless of whether they are cash 
deposit or withdrawal operations. 

Allows customers to do fast, simple and very secure balancing, simplifying the job of 
counting cash.

120 Kg
UL291


